Determination of Base-Link Complex Planar Mechanisms’ Points Velocities Using Graphic-Analytical Method

C.O. Koshel, G.V. Koshel. Визначення швидкостей точок базисної ланки складних плоских механізмів графоаналітичним способом. Складні багатошатунові плоскі механізми все частіше застосовуються в технологічному обладнанні легкої промисловості. Відсутність універсального способу кінематичного дослідження таких механізмів дозволяє стверджувати, що роботи з кінематичного аналізу багатошатунових механізмів є актуальними. Метою дослідження є розробка послідовностей дій для кінематичного дослідження швидкостей точок базисної ланки складного плоского механізму графоаналітичним способом, що базується на положеннях курсу теоретичної механіки про миттєвий центр швидкостей ланок механізму, які мають плоскопаралельний рух. Визначено вектори швидкостей точок базисної ланки групи Ассура третього класу третього порядку складного плоского механізму графоаналітичним методом, в якому визначаються положення миттєвих центрів швидкостей шатунів механізму, що призводить до зменшення об’єму графічних побудов та, як наслідок, збільшення їх точності.
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Introduction. The modern light industry machines, do largely use the levered action mechanisms, as these ones do provide both high accuracy and speed of mechanisms operation. The modern light industry technological machinery is characterized by the following features:

— High speed of the machine’s operative devices motion;
— High accuracy and interaction between various working bodies;
— Complex nature of some working bodies’ movement: one movement cycle may include one or two mechanism halting at a certain point for a preset time period when reaching certain specified positions;
— Complex motion path of many technological machines’ executive bodies.

Namely these requirements are ultimately satisfied by complex planer multilink mechanisms, still their kinematics analysis problems are insufficiently developed.

Analysis of recent research and publications. The complex planer mechanisms’ advantages when compared to others, led to their wide use at industrial machines despite of insufficient structural, kinematic and force-distribution analysis. The gap between these mechanisms’ practical use and theoretical studies is evident at investigation of last decades’ publications: a significant number of researches is devoted to the analysis of complex multilink mechanisms. Some of them deal with these mechanisms’ structure theory [1], other issues do investigate the planar multilink mechanisms’ force
distribution and kinematic analysis [2], in particular studying the mechanisms used at light industry [3, 4]. Remain topical researches examining the kinematic study of complex planar mechanisms using any other possible analytical methods. This is due to the fact that when analysing the variety of upper complexity classes’ mechanisms we cannot determine the universal research technique. In each case the upper class’ complex mechanisms study requires to implement a stepwise sequence related to the simultaneous use of multiple kinematic research methods.

**The Aim of the Research** is to develop action sequences for investigating the kinematics of a complex planar mechanism’s base-link points velocity using a graphic-analytical method, based on the determining the positions of the mechanism rods’ instantaneous velocity centers.

**Main Body.** Let us consider the third class complex planar mechanism (Fig. 1), consisting of the initiating mechanism (links 0...1) and links 2, 3, 4, 5, together with kinematic pairs A, B, N, D, K, C forming the third class third order Assur group.

![Fig. 1. Kinematic scheme and complex mechanism velocities’ diagram (variance 1)](image)

Input parameters for the mechanism kinematic study include the link 1 angular velocity \((\omega_1=\text{const, s}^{-1})\) and scale of the mechanism kinematic scheme lengths \((K_i, \text{m/mm})\).

We use graphic-analytical method of kinematic study. To solve the problem we apply basic assumptions of the mechanisms’ analysis kinematics theory, theory of mechanisms and machines and the theoretical mechanics provisions concerning the study of planar-parallel solid body motion.

Determining the complex mechanism’s points kinematic parameters we use the velocities instantaneous center (VIS) \(P_5\) of the rod 5, whose position is determined using this link’s two points C, D vector that link moving in a planar direction. At the same time these point C, D belong to two cams 3, 4 (kinematic pairs C, D are formed correspondingly by links 5, 4 and 5, 3) so the velocity vectors are directed as: \(\vec{V}_C \perp CK\), \(\vec{V}_D \perp DN\). The \(P_5\) point is located at the intersection of lines departing correspondingly from the points C and D in directions \(P_5C \perp \vec{V}_C\), \(P_5D \perp \vec{V}_D\). Now we shall determine the velocity direction of the third grade Assur group basic link third point. \(\vec{V}_{P_5B} \perp P_5B\). To investigate the kinematic parameters (velocities) of the complex link 5 points using graphic-analytical method we adopt the instantaneous rotational movement of the connecting rod 5 around the VIS — point \(P_5\) (the angular velocity \(\omega_5\) direction is chosen arbitrarily, for example, counter-clockwise). Attention is drawn to the fact that the \(P_2\) point position coincides with the position one from among possible special Assur points \(S_3\) of the third class links’ group. It is clearly observable for the other two options of mechanisms’ structured on the basis of third order third group Assur group the \(P_5\) coincides with the position of other possible Assur special points \(S_1\) and \(S_2\): the VIS point match to \(S_1\) if driving link 1 is connected to the link 3, and to \(S_2\) point, when the crank 1 is attached to the link 4.

The velocities’ plans shaping (Fig. 1) starts with the \(\vec{P}b\) vector departing from pole \(P\) onto an arbitrary length considering the \(\omega_5\) selected angular velocity, along the direction perpendicular to \(P_5B\) segment that connects point \(B\) with the link’s 5 VIS.
We form a system of speed vector equations \( \vec{V}_A, \vec{V}_B, \vec{V}_{B,A}, \vec{V}_{A,O} \) for point A, given that the point speed which coincides with a kinematic pair formed by crank 1 and the support, is equal to 0 \((V_O = 0)\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{V}_A &= \vec{V}_B + \vec{V}_{B,A} \\
\vec{V}_A &= \vec{V}_{A,O}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \vec{V}_{B,A} \perp BA \), \( \vec{V}_{A,O} \perp AO \).

Resolving the system of vector equations (1) graphically we define the “a” point position and the A point absolute velocity vector \((\vec{V}_A = \vec{P}a)\) on the velocities’ diagram, which is built in an uncertain scale.

On the other hand, the A point’s absolute velocity value is found using the conditions of that point association to the mechanism’s driving link, the angular velocity \(\omega_1\) being given with

\[ V_A = \omega_1 \cdot l_{OA}, \]

where \( l_{OA} \) — crank’s length, m.

Now we proceed to calculate the actual value of velocities’ scale \(K_v\).

It should be noted that when the resulting linear speed direction vector of point A does not meet the specified direction of angular velocity \(\omega_1\), it is necessary to adjust the length of \(PB\) interval and (or) to change the chosen complex link’s 5 direction of angular velocity \(\omega_5\) into opposite one and proceed anew to the diagram tracing.

To determine the link’s 5 points’ C, D linear velocity we apply the theoretical mechanics theorem on determining the points’ velocities of a solid body under planar motion using VIS: the linear speed of all points at this link represent values proportional to the distances from those points of the body to VIS position.

The positions of points c, d on that diagram are found from conditions for the given vectors’ directions \((\vec{V}_C \perp P_5C; \vec{V}_D \perp P_5C)\) and numeric proportion

\[
\frac{Pb \cdot K_v}{P_B} = \frac{Pc \cdot K_v}{P_C} = \frac{Pd \cdot K_v}{P_D}
\]

Let us calculate the base link 5 points B, C, D linear velocities value on the scale of the \(K_v\) plan.

To be noted is that for the velocities’ plane construction we can apply another actions sequence, namely using the fact that the kinematic pair B is formed by two connecting rods, whose \(P_5\) and \(P_2\) points’ position can be determined.

So, the link’s VIS can be found at the intersection of two lines drawn from points A and B respectively in direction \(P_2A \perp \vec{V}_A\) and \(P_B \perp \vec{V}_B\) (Fig. 1). Then the further actions’ sequence will be as follows: we build a vector \(\vec{P}a\) of arbitrary length and determine its scale \(K_v\).

We apply the theorem of similarity to the three points A, B, P_2 of the connecting rod 2, whereby the ratio between values of the mechanism position plane and of velocities plane segments serve to define the largest segment \(Pb\), whose direction is \(PB \perp PB\). The C, D points’ velocities are found using VIS of the link 5 and the angular velocity \(\omega_5\), which is defined by linear speed \(V_B\).

The above exposed methods of kinematic study are useful when the complex link 5 two points’ velocity vectors direction is set in an explicit or an implicit form. In this example, the kinematic pairs D, C are formed on one side by the rod 5, and on the other by the two cams 3, 4. The direction of the D, C points’ velocity vectors is caused by the rotational movement of links 3, 4 respectively to their axes of rotation.

At the fourth’ and higher complexity classes’ mechanisms determining the velocity vectors direction for two points of any connecting rod is not easy, as at such mechanisms they are connected to each other forming together a closed path of motion (closed moving contours).

Factors acting in complexity aggravating when determining the position of rods’ VIS points include the links’ structural groups order: the unchanged number of links included to the Assur group
when their class number greater, can become of lesser order, that is decreased is the number of mechanism’s points with predetermined kinematic parameters used to find the links’ VIS position. In this case, to determine the position of a link’s VIS point recommended is to use two specific singular points of a complex links within the Assur group, choosing the points whose velocity vectors can be found using their direction and value.

Here we define the position of link’s 5 specific points \( S_1, S_2 \) (Fig. 2) as these representing the pairwise intersection between respective belts’ axial lines \( AB, CK \) and \( AB, DN \)

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{S_1} &= \vec{v}_A + \vec{V}_{S_1:B} = \vec{v}_A + \vec{V}_{B:A} + \vec{V}_{S_1:B}; \\
V_{S_2} &= \vec{v}_A + \vec{V}_{S_2:B} = \vec{v}_A + \vec{V}_{B:A} + \vec{V}_{S_2:B}; \\
V_{S_1} &= \vec{v}_C + \vec{V}_{S_1:C} = \vec{v}_K + \vec{V}_{C:C} + \vec{V}_{S_1:C}; \\
V_{S_2} &= \vec{v}_D + \vec{V}_{S_2:D} = \vec{v}_N + \vec{V}_{D:D} + \vec{V}_{S_2:D}. 
\end{align*}
\]

The found velocity vectors \( \vec{p}_{S_1}, \vec{p}_{S_2} \) are respectively drawn from the points \( S_1, S_2 \) on the mechanism position plane. Their directions serve to define the position of \( P_3 \) point as VIS of link 5. Now we can calculate the \( \omega_s \) angular velocity value and linear velocities of complex link’s 5 all points.

Results. The advantage of this kinematic analysis method compared to other ones is that the VIS position for one of the mechanism’s links can be determined using this link’s special points whose position, in turn, is determined by special points of other links for which we can calculate these points’ velocities by the value, direction and position of kinematic pairs which are connecting the rods that form a closed path in a complex mechanism.

Conclusions. Research are the third class complex planar mechanism basic link points velocities using methods, departing from techniques of determining the velocity instantaneous centers units, of links under planar movement. This allows us to optimize the graphic constructions’ volume and, consequently, to increase their accuracy. The proposed methods can be recommended for similar studies of fourth and higher complexity class mechanisms when closed notion path (contours).
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